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PLAY SAVE! 

We recommend to use any 
Bärenschlaf-International

®
 bed-suspension 

in combination with a suitable 
Bärenschlaf-International

®
 sleeping surface product on top. 

 
 

                                            
This mattress is vakuum-rolled-packed delivered.This type was developed for 4-5 star hotels .  

It can space-saving stocked in any hotel .    
.    

                   

 
With optimized sleeping comfort this mattress is specifically 
designed and crafted for the high quality needs of the  hotel-
business .It is  considered the individual needs of the hotel  
guest and takes into account the high product –needs  of 
modern premium/firstclass  hotels. 
 
Because of the demand for space-saving rolled Hotel- 
mattresses for the high-quality segment of the 4 - 5 star 
hotels, we have created  this MORE ZONES HOTEL 
MATTRESS with turning - designed labeling , which we bring 
rolled for delivery. This saves freight costs and storage space 
. It helps the housekeeping  to have always a new mattress 
JUST-IN-TIME available from  the hotel -stock , at the moment 
where you needed . 
 
The ergonomic division of our HOTEL - ROLL- MATTRESS 
should your  Hotel – Guest the advantage  to its well-being in 
the hotel bed . By the conception of this product it is also 
followed by current hygienic criteria . This mattress - type 
offers here optimum of  body adaption  and the possibility to 
control the turn - cycles . At the same time it is providing  with 
it`s  high-quality  knitted ,double-stitch  fabric  a positive  
contribute for allergic disposd guests . 
 
Our 1/2/3/4 TURNING-LABELS allow the hotel staff, to 
determine  the time of the last turning  and it gives the hotel-
management  a control – possibility,to control  if and when the 
mattresses have been turned from the housekeeping (or by 
the guest). 

        ERGO –POCKET-5   
Space-saving rolled Hotel- mattresses for the high-
quality segment of the 4 - 5 star hotels. 5 ZONE hotel 
– mattress.Overall height after about 5 days after 
opening the rolled packing should be app. 16 cm 
Total height .  
 
CORE  : very fexible combination of  POCKET -
Spring-unit parts with PU – foam blocks , extra 
stabilized pressed felt  supported  , combined to a 5 
zone sleeping surface  . 
Core height: 14 cm 
 
COVER/CASE   : 
breath active ,special treated doublestitch knitted   -  
material.In ergonomical 7-zone-quilting  with with 
app.300g/m2 PES -thermo-fibre . The treatment of 
the covermaterial provides a reducement of mite 
population .Quilted border side edged with  mattress 
– tape .The mattress- cover is not removable and not 
 washable. This mattress is   produced incl.4 handles 
(textile retainers) so it is easier  to turn it .The cover  
includes 1/2/3/4 TURNING-LABELS wich allow  to  
easily to find out wich surface side  was in use at last. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

MATTRESSES www. baerenschlaf.de 
type :  ERGO – POCKET- 5  – Hotel-Matratze   

Matratzen – mattress - Čiužiniai 
Taschen-Federkern       pocketspring-unit 


